
 

Adoption Expectations  

 

So you’ve just adopted a rescue dog? Awesome, congratulations! Thank you for choosing 

rescue!  

Now I know most of you have high expectations (whether you’re admitting it or not) of how this 

fairy tale adoption story is going to go. And here’s the thing – I'm going to ask you to drop all of 

those. Yep, you heard me right.  Drop. All. Your. Expectations.  

Sound crazy? Here’s why! You’ve just committed to bringing home a dog who has no idea 

what’s going on. All they know is that their routine has been changed once again in a very short 

amount of time – the faces they see each day, where they eat, sleep and are expected to go 

potty are all, once again, changing.  I tell people it would be like a stranger showing up at your 

home, taking you away to a place you had no idea where you were or what the plan was and 

then expecting you to be on your nicest, kindest, best behavior. We all know how that would 

go.  

Here’s the thing about dogs – they're way more gracious than humans are. With that being 

said, they still must be given a decompression time. Decompression times vary for each dog, 

especially since each dog’s background will be different. We usually say the first 3 days are your 

initial decompression time or your “grace period.” This is the time period where you are just 

allowing your new dog to learn this is a safe, secure and happy place. There may be barking, 

chewing or accidents from your new dog as he learns the new routine. We encourage everyone 

to prepare to be home as much as possible these first 3 days to help your pet adjust to a new 

environment. After the first 3 days the next several weeks, or even months, will continue to be 

a decompression time for your pet. Usually, a pet is not truly integrated and settled until that 3 

MONTH mark. Adopting a rescue dog means committing to a decompression time, regardless of 

how long that may take. 

Listed below are some tips and tricks to help you and your new furry family member adjust 

more smoothly.  

 

1. SAFE SPACE. Have a safe, separate space set up for your pet prior to your arrival home. 

This space can be a guest room, laundry room, kitchen – somewhere they can still see 

and hear what is going on, but not necessarily be in the middle of all the action. 



Allowing your dog access to a kennel is also encouraged. Some dogs may have kennel 

anxiety, but you would be surprised how a dog will react to a kennel with an open door. 

Dogs crave that den space security and even a dog who hates crate time can learn 

they’re not that bad. Covering all of the kennel minus the door side can also help them 

feel they are in a safe space.  

 

2. DO NOT DO IMMEDIATE INTRODUCTIONS WITH OTHER PETS. We know! You just 

adopted a new family member and want to introduce him to his housemates. Typically 

forced face to face introductions do not go well. Excitement, adrenaline and nerves are 

high. Again, imagine a stranger walking into your home, hugs you, eats off your plate, 

sleeps in your bed...you get the picture. And yes, we know what you’re going to say - 

“my dog/cat/bird/turtle LOVES dogs.” That’s great, but we’re trying to set up long-term 

successful coexistence here, not a 30min play date at the park.  This is where the 

separate space is ideal – baby gates are a great way to allow your new dog to see and 

smell the other animals in the home without feeling threatened. After a few hours of 

decompressing and the initial nerves have died down, a leashed walk outside (a 

separate person walking each dog) is encouraged. Again, the focus here is not to force 

the dogs to meet – you’re just going for a walk. Allow the dogs to be close enough to 

read their body language, but not close enough to reach one another. Dog fights easily 

happen when two people are holding leashes and they become entangled.  These walks 

may be necessary several times over the first 3 days before introductions can be done 

inside the home.  

 

3. DO NOT HAVE FOOD/TOYS IN COMMON AREAS. Again, things will be different during 

the decompression time. If you already have pets at home, this rule applies immensely 

to you. A new dog should not be fed or given high value treats or chews in a shared 

common area as they are decompressing. Most of these dogs have had everything taken 

away from them and their worlds are upside down. Give them time to learn their new 

space, adjust to the routine and learn they are safe before introducing food/toys in 

shared areas.  

 

4. GUESTS. We know you’re excited to introduce your new pet to the world! Here’s the 

thing, your pet isn’t ready yet. Please avoid having lots of new guests over the first few 

weeks or taking your pet out to large gatherings. When introducing your pet to new 

people, please ask them to give him “face space,” meaning not to get in the dog’s 

face/area. Many people expect dogs to want love and affection as soon as they meet, 

and that is simply not how all dogs work.  Allow your dog to interact at his speed and 

comfort level, with your guidance of course.  Please keep in mind if you’ve adopted a 



puppy that he is not fully vaccinated yet, and should not be going to places like dog 

parks, pet stores or other areas other potential unvaccinated dogs have been until he is 

fully vaccinated anyways.  

 

5. EXERCISE. Yep, a tired dog is a good dog! Exercise is crucial to helping your pet not find 

things to do on their own that may lead to trouble. There are many ways to exercise 

your pet, but making sure you can commit to some type of daily exercise is important! 

There’s the obvious of walking, running, throwing a ball, but you can include mental 

exercise in this as well. There are many puzzle toys/treats on the market that can help 

your dog keep busy.  

 

The biggest thing to remember through all of this is to have patience! If you can truly commit to 

giving your new dog a proper decompression period, you are going to be so happy with the 

results! After 13 plus years in vet med and rescue, I can tell you that following these tips is 

going to immensely help get you on the path to a long, happy relationship with your new furry 

family member!  

 


